We give a counterexample to a conjecture of Poon [Poo06] that any orthogonal tree in two dimensions can always be flattened by a continuous motion that preserves edge lengths and avoids self-intersection. We show our example is locked by extending results on strongly locked self-touching linkages due to Connelly, Demaine and Rote [CDR02] to allow zero-length edges as defined in [ADG07], which may be of independent interest. Our results also yield a locked tree with only eleven edges, which is the smallest known example of a locked tree.
Introduction
Connelly, Demaine and Rote [CDR03] proved the "Carpenter's Rule Theorem": any chain or polygon in two dimensions can be convexified by a motion that preserves edge lengths and avoids self-intersection. In contrast, however, no such theorem applies to trees: Biedl et al. [BDD + 02] showed that there are so-called "locked" trees that cannot reach a canonical configuration via such a motion. (We say such trees cannot be flattened; see Figure 1 ). This result was improved in [CDR02] to show that even a single degree-3 vertex allows an otherwise chain-like graph to lock, so that (by one measure, at least) the Carpenter's Rule Theorem is optimal.
Subsequent work focused on what kinds of trees can lock. Poon [Poo05] showed a locked tree of diameter 4, which is minimal, since trees of diameter 3 cannot lock. In the opposite direction, Poon [Poo06] showed that all lattice trees (that is, trees with unit-length, orthogonal edges) can be flattened, as can certain classes of diameter-4 trees. Because all locked trees discovered by that point were based on what one might call "angular constraints," that is, on packing together subtrees that required local angular expansion in order to flatten, he went further, conjecturing that all orthogonal trees could be flattened. In this paper we refute this conjecture, showing an 11-edge locked nearly orthogonal tree that can be transformed into a 21-edge locked orthogonal tree. We also extend the machinery of strongly locked self-touching linkages of [CDR02] and [ADG07] , to allow for self-touching linkages with zero-length edges, which might be useful in future analysis.
Terminology
A (planar) linkage is a simple graph together with an assignment of a nonnegative real length to each edge and a combinatorial planar embedding (clockwise order of edges around each vertex and which edges form the outer face). A configuration of a linkage is a (possibly self-intersecting) straight-line drawing of that graph in the plane, respecting the linkage's combinatorial embedding, such that the Euclidean distance between adjacent nodes equals the length assigned to their shared edge.
We are primarily interested in the standard case of nontouching configurations, that is, configurations in which no edges intersect each other except at a shared vertex To analyze nontouching configurations it is helpful to also consider self-touching configurations, where we relax our constraints to allow intersections, as long as edges do not actually cross each other. This substantially complicates the definitions, since edges can share the same geometric location, and we need a way to distinguish which "side" each edge is on in this case. We also need to be more careful in generalizing the definition of a motion, since two geometrically identical configurations may have different sets of valid motions depending on the combinatorial ordering of the edges. A full discussion of these details is beyond our scope, and we will simply rely on the formalization and results of [CDR02] , [CDD + 06] and [ADG07] . When we refer to a self-touching configuration or motion satisfying "noncrossing constraints," it should usually be clear what is intended, but for the correct formalization behind that intuition see the references. The reader who wishes for a more formal intuition can think of a self-touching configuration as a convergent sequence of nontouching configurations.
A configuration C ′ is a δ-perturbation of a configuration C if the position of each vertex in C ′ differs (in Euclidean distance) from its position in C by at most δ. In particular, we allow the edge lengths in C ′ to differ from those in C, thus altering the underlying linkage.
A configuration of a tree linkage can be flattened if it has a motion transforming it as in Figure 1 so that all edges are trailing off in the same direction from an arbitrarily chosen root node. Otherwise, it is unflattenable. (Which node is chosen as the root does not affect the definition; see [BDD + 02].) A linkage is locked if its configuration space is topologically disconnected. For tree linkages, which are the only type we consider, it is equivalent to say a linkage is locked if it has an unflattenable configuration. A self-touching configuration is rigid if it has no nontrivial nonrigid motion. A configuration is locked within ε if no motion can change the position of any vertex by more than ε (modulo equivalence by rigid motions).
A configuration C is strongly locked if for any ε > 0 there exists a δ > 0 such that any δ-perturbation of C that satisfies C's noncrossing constraints is locked within ε. This definition trivially implies unflattenability, and thus also that the underlying linkage is locked. Note that to be strongly locked, C must by definition be rigid and therefore selftouching. [CDR02] shows that the necessary property of rigidity is also sufficient (see Theorem 4 below).
Nearly Orthogonal Tree
Consider the self-touching tree in Figure 2a . The geometry of this tree is a straight vertical line with only three distinct vertices at the top, center and bottom, but it is shown "pulled apart" to ease exposition. We claim this tree is locked. We use two lemmas from [CDD + Proof: Applying Lemma 1 to edges DG and CF , we see they must be collocated for positive time because of the enclosing edges EF and CA. Furthermore, by Lemma 2, CF is also collocated with the adjacent edge EF for positive time because of the enclosing edge CA. Finally, by Lemma 1, EF is collocated with DB for positive time because of enclosing edges DG and BH. Thus, all four edges mentioned are collocated for positive time, and since the figure is symmetric an identical analysis applies on the opposite side of the figure.
The preceding implies that for positive time, our figure reduces to the trivially rigid linkage of Figure 2b , so we are done.
One more earlier result will give us what we need:
Theorem 4 (Theorem 8.1 from [CDR02] ) Any rigid self-touching configuration is strongly locked. Figure 2a is strongly locked.
Corollary 5 The tree in
Thus, by a small perturbation to obtain a nontouching tree, the figure yields a new example of (an unflattenable configuration of) a locked tree. However, such a perturbation will not yield an orthogonal tree. We address this issue in the next section. 
Fully Orthogonal Tree
A simple modification of our tree makes it orthogonal: see Figure 3 . We will show that this diagram is in fact unflattenable (if the dimensions are chosen appropriately), but the proof is not immediate. The general idea is that this configuration can still be viewed as a "small perturbation" of the original tree from Figure 2a , if we add zero-length edges to the original figure wherever Figure 3 has a horizontal edge. Then, as long as the horizontal edges are sufficiently short, they can still be viewed as a "small perturbation" of a zero-length edge.
Unfortunately, Theorem 4 no longer works directly when the self-touching configuration has zero-length edges. To cover this situation we need the more recent work of Abbott, Demaine and Gassend [ADG07] that extends the machinery of self-touching configurations in order to prove a generalized Carpenter's Rule Theorem. In this more general model, zero-length edges are permitted.
Theorem 6 Theorem 4 still holds when zero-length edges are allowed.
In the proof we will explicitly use the notation and results of [CDR02] and [ADG07] . In lieu of providing complete coverage of the requisite background material, we also give a brief sketch of the arguments involved.
Proof: (Sketch) The original proof from [CDR02] uses a topological argument. The idea is that since a rigid configuration is an isolated point in its (self-touching) configuration space, and using the fact that this configuration space is locally defined by semialgebraic constraints in its vertex coordinates, a small perturbation in those coordinates can yield only a small expansion to the connected component.
The generalized definitions we need from [ADG07] still define the configuration space by semialgebraic constraints, so a similar argument still holds, and we need only show that we can substitute the new definitions in the topological arguments of [CDR02] .
Proof: (Full)
Notation: We reuse the terminology and notation of [CDR02] , which we briefly review here: for a linkage L, we use NConf δ (L) to denote the space of all non-self-touching configurations of all linkages δ-related to L (that is, roughly, all linkages whose graphs closely approximate that of L). An annotated configuration of L is a configuration of L together with, for each pair of edges, an extra (real) value indicating which "side" of each other they are on. These values are discontinuous at points where edges overlap for positive length, but are continuous for all non-self-touching configurations, and thus can be used to define the combinatorial structure of a self-touching configuration as a limit of non-self-touching annotated configurations. The space of annotated non-self-touching configurations of all linkages δ-related to L is denoted Annot L (NConf δ (L)). The set of all limit points of se-
is thus the real space within which self-touching linkages can move, incorporating both geometric data and combinatorial ordering of edges.
We use the following topological lemma, which is the central result used in the original proof of Theorem 4: What we need is to show that this lemma still applies in the context of the configuration space as defined by [ADG07] .
Let L be a linkage, and C a rigid self-touching configuration of L. Fix the source and direction of an arbitrary (positive-length) edge of L, to disallow rigid motions. We have then that C is an isolated point in A(L). Now, for the lemma,
We also have by Lemma 3 of [ADG07] that A 0 = ∩ δ>0 A δ , as required. Set p * = C. Since C is an isolated point, B 0 = {C} is compact and has positive distance to A 0 − B 0 . The preconditions for Lemma 7 are satisfied, and Theorem 4, which relies on the lemma, now also follows for the more general configuration space of [ADG07] . Figure 2a is still strongly locked when we add zero-length edges at each vertex. In particular, the orthogonal tree in Figure 3 is locked when the vertical gaps and horizontal edge lengths between vertices at the top, center and bottom are chosen to be sufficiently small.
Corollary 8 The tree in

Conclusion
We generalized the results of [CDR02] to include zero-length edges. We used this result to prove an example of an unflattenable orthogonal tree, refuting a conjecture of Poon [Poo06] . However, this leaves open another conjecture from [Poo06] that any non-self-touching unitlength tree can be flattened. Figure 2a is the smallest known example of a locked tree, using only 11 edges. It is an interesting open question whether this is minimal, that is, whether any tree using fewer than 11 edges can lock.
